perfect to a fault
STATICWORX RUBBER ESD MEETS
HIGHEST INDUSTRY SPECS

Since 2001, electronic equipment has become more vulnerable to electrostatic discharge (ESD)
damage. As a result, demand is growing for fault-tolerant products that provide certiﬁed Class-0 ESD
protection. These products perform despite conditions that make other ﬂooring products fail—and
Staticworx EC Rubber, which we launched as the industry’s ﬁrst conductive rubber ﬂoor, provides
the best anti-static protection in any environment.

Receives Industry Acclaim

Lasts Forever with Lifetime Warranty

Unlike static dissipative ﬂooring, Staticworx EC (Electrically
Conductive) Rubber*, has been recognized for its optimal
and permanent static-control properties. MIT Laboratories,
during independent testing, determined that Staticworx
EC Rubber is the only static-resistant product that works
regardless of footwear. Staticworx EC Rubber also received
the prestigious ESD Journal Seal Approval as the only
static-control ﬂooring suitable for Class-0 ESD applications.

Staticworx EC Rubber comes with a Lifetime Conductivity
Warranty, and it lasts forever. The only reason for replacing
it would be the desire for a new color.

Meets Most Stringent Standards
Our EC Rubber meets and exceeds all domestic and
international industry standards, including the following:
NFPA 99 (healthcare), ANSI/ESD S20/20, ANSI/ESD S97.1
(system resistance), ANSI/ESD 97.2 (body voltage
generation), DOD 4145.26-M (munitions handling),
and NASA-grade clean-room requirements. It also
exceeds ADA guidelines for slip resistance.

Performs in Any Environment
This product is essential for hypersensitive electronics
manufacturing sites and also ideal for data centers, call
centers, computer rooms, R&D labs, networked oﬃces,
hospitals, command centers, ﬂight towers, and many
additional environments.

Provides Earth-Friendly Alternative
EC Rubber meets California 1350 Indoor Air Quality
Standards and may contribute toward LEED Indoor
Environmental Quality Credits for Low-Emitting Materials.
EC Rubber is free of VOCs, halogens, PVC, lead, phthalates,
and asbestos.

Allows for Easy Maintenance
These rubber ﬂoors never need conductive wax, can be
cleaned with a damp mop, and are resistant to oils, grease,
and chemicals.

Is Durable and Attractive
EC Rubber can withstand heavy loads, and its non-glare
surface comes in several colors; natural stone patterns
hide stains and scuﬀ marks.

Replaces Wrist Straps When Needed
In Class-0 ESD programs, EC Rubber, in combination with
controlled footwear, eliminates the need for wrist straps for
mobile personnel. When installed in uncontrolled operations,
EC Rubber inhibits static despite the use of everyday footwear.

For more information and customer testimonials on Staticworx Rubber ESD,
visit www.staticworx.com/esd-ﬂooring/esd_rubber_ec_series.php.
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* For less sensitive environments, we also oﬀer Staticworx SD (Static Dissipative) Rubber.

